LIVESNote - QUICK START GUIDE

We have developed a Note Interface. Here is more information and instructions on how to use it. In all rooms, you will be able to take some notes on the presentations except for the Industry Sponsored Sessions. As an ESICM Member, you will receive all your notes by email after the congress. Not yet a member? Come to our ESICM Booth in the Exhibition Area and join our community.

LIVESNote interface allows you to:
› see the slides of the current presentation
› draw lines to highlight parts of the slides
› write notes

WiFi Connection & password « LIVES2019/lives2019 »

URL Connection « http://livesnote.lan »

The LIVESNote Interface is also accessible from the official App of the Congress.

Connection form
Connect using your email.
You will have to complete some information the first time.

1. Edit notes
2. Write notes
3. Draw notes
4. Show slides
5. Vote
6. Ask the moderators a question